
Movian - Bug #1972
Crash to XMB upon highlight of (SMB?) bookmarks
02/13/2014 08:06 AM - rick diskon

Status: Fixed Start date: 02/13/2014
Priority: Immediate Due date:
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: General Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Found in version: 4.5.116(g7fbf1) Platform: PS3
Description

After running Showtime, the Search bar is initially selected. From here, the menu can be opened, or if menu looping is enabled one
can move "up" to Apps, etc. but as soon as a bookmark is highlighted, the program crashes and the system returns to the XMB.

The bookmarks on my system were created before updating to this version. My top and bottom bookmarks are both SMB so I cannot
confirm whether that affects the problem. However, if I go into Settings -> Bookmarks, I can successfully add a new, blank bookmark,
which also causes an immediate crash when highlighted.

Related issues:
Related to Bug # 1970: Race condition in .view between plugins on RPI Fixed 02/12/2014

Associated revisions
Revision 113569c1 - 02/13/2014 09:37 AM - Andreas Smas

prop: Again, try to fix broken prop_unlink()

Fixes #1972 (maybe)

History
#1 - 02/13/2014 08:11 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent
- Target version set to 4.6

#2 - 02/13/2014 08:11 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from Urgent to Immediate

#3 - 02/13/2014 09:41 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset git|commit:113569c162992d3f3ed5e4c537f35469f055dcf5.

#4 - 02/13/2014 02:15 PM - rick diskon

Fix confirmed, thank you!

#5 - 02/28/2014 05:59 PM - Herr KROKODILMAN
- File showtime-0.log added
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Here's a log from stand alone version. Couldn't get the latest one to install in multiman. But same error occures regardless.

Files
showtime-0.log 26.4 KB 02/28/2014 Herr KROKODILMAN
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